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Living the dream: Patterson ready to get cracking with the NBA’s Atlanta Hawks 

By Mike Gross 

Lamar Patterson started dreaming about playing basketball in the NBA, he says, “right after the first 

time I picked up a basketball.’’ 

He felt the urgency of stepping up and making the dream happen sometime during the offseason 

between his junior and senior seasons at the University of Pittsburgh. 

“I looked over my career,’’ he said Saturday, “and I knew I was capable of so much more.’’ 

Given the ball and the reins to Pitt’s offense last season, Patterson delivered, becoming an all-

conference and honorable mention All-America player — and playing himself into the NBA discussion. 

As Thursday night’s NBA draft played out, the distance to the finish line now measured not in years but 

minutes, Patterson sat with a group of 25-30 family and friends in a conference room at the Lancaster 

Marriott at Penn Square, glued to ESPN. 

And the urgency became almost too much to bear. 

“Around the end of the first round, I couldn’t sit any more,’’ Patterson said. “I had to go out in the 

hallway. I was kind of going crazy. I stood in the hallway and watched from there.’’ 

It wasn’t that Patterson expected to go in the first round. But through the first 20 picks, no players of 

Patterson’s rough type — skilled, good-shooting swingmen — had been taken. Not a great sign. 

That quickly changed. UCLA’s Jordan Adams went to Memphis at No. 22. And P.J. Hairston, of North 

Carolina and the D-League, to Phoenix, at 26. Washington’s C.J. Wilcox to the Clippers at 28. Joe Harris 

of Virginia, at 33, to Cleveland. 

These were all guys Patterson had worked out with, or against, for NBA teams. 

The second round, and Patterson’s future, was taking shape. Evidence of that was starting to show up in 

San Francisco, where Patterson’s agent, Adam Pensack, was sifting through a torrent of texts and voice 

mails. 

There was a run of picks coming in the middle of the second round for teams Pensack knew were 

particularly interested in Patterson: Atlanta at 43 (overall), Charlotte at 45, Chicago at 49, Phoenix at 50. 

“Right around 38 or 39, I spoke with Atlanta,’’ Pensack said. “After a while, you can start to see 

patterns.” 

The Hawks told him they wanted Patterson, but were also interested in rolling the dice on massive (7-3, 

265-pound) Spanish center Walter Tavares, who likely will be stashed in Europe. 



Milwaukee was at 48, right before the Bulls and Suns. 

“I knew if (Patterson) didn’t go before, there was a very good chance Chicago would take him,’’ Pensack 

said. 

Danny Ferry, Atlanta’s director of basketball ops, had seen Patterson in Pitt’s memorable regular-season 

game with Syracuse (won by Tyler Ennis’ 35-footer at the buzzer) and later in the NCAA tournament. 

Patterson had worked out for the Hawks twice. 

The Tavares pick, it turned out, was part of a plan that involved Milwaukee taking Patterson, and then 

dealing him to Atlanta for, as they say, future considerations. 

“I got word the deal was going to happen,’’ Pensack said. “I don’t know why it worked out exactly the 

way it did, but at the end of the day there were two players (the Hawks) liked.’’ 

The Hawks took Tavares at 43. For the 48th pick, they offered the Bucks a 2015 second-round draft pick 

believed to have been originally acquired from the Brooklyn Nets. 

Pensack called Patterson and let him know what was about to go down. At 48, and at roughly 20 

minutes before midnight, the moment came. 

There was delirium at the Marriott. Patterson admitted Saturday, with Pensack’s prodding, “Yeah … I 

cried.’’ He wasn’t the only one. 

Then came the obligatory tweet: “Man this is surreal extremely blessed big shouts to @ATLHAWKS 

ready to get to work...thanks for all the love and support” 

By the next afternoon, Patterson was in Atlanta. He had already changed his cellphone number after a 

torrent of calls and texts, many from numbers he didn’t recognize. 

There was a press conference, and then meetings with Hawks officials. He’ll live out of an Atlanta hotel 

for a few days, then return to Lancaster for a bit before joining the Hawks’ summer-league team. They’ll 

play in the Las Vegas summer league, which begins July 11. 

“I know Lamar is going to be featured in summer league,’’ Pensack said. “He’s going to play a lot. It’s a 

great opportunity for him to show what he can do.’’ 

The Hawks went 38-44 last season, and pushed the dystopian Indiana Pacers to seven games before 

falling in the first round of the playoffs. 

Mike Budenholzer, the Hawks’ second-year coach, is a very well-regarded former Gregg Popovich 

assistant. There are 10 players currently under contract, and there is cap space, probably $10 million to 

$12 million worth once the 2014-15 roster is assembled. Most of those 10 contracts could come off the 

books after next season. 

First-round picks get guaranteed contracts, but are subject to a salary scale. Second-round contracts are 

not necessarily guaranteed, but also not subject to a salary scale. 



As Pensack put it, “For second-rounders, everything is negotiable.’’ 

The NBA’s minimum salary in 2014-15 will be $507,336. 

A source very close to the Hawks, but unwilling to be quoted, said Friday that he gives Patterson a shot 

to make the team for several reasons: Reserve two-guard John Jenkins, a second-year player from 

Vanderbilt, has had health issues and is coming off back surgery. Another reserve guard, ex-Sixer Lou 

Williams, is considered a bad fit by coaches/management and believed to be on the trading block. 

Also, Budenholzer runs the Spurs’ offense and “loves guys who can pass.’’ 

Patterson can pass. 

“Lamar is a player that really knows how to play, he’s smart and has a good feel for the game,” Ferry 

said Friday. “He’s a good passer and fits well into our system.” 

“They have a great system,’’ Patterson said. “They pass the ball; second in the league in assists last year. 

I’m happy I’m here.’’ 

Bear in mind how elite the NBA is. There are twice as many players in major league baseball, and three 

to four times as many in the NFL. 

Of course, being drafted, while a big step, doesn’t mean you’re quite in. 

“Everything is going so fast,’’ Patterson said. “It is a dream come true. But, it’s not a moment to be 

content with. I enjoyed it. Now it’s time to go to work.’’ 

 


